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Abstract: Extension professionals often work with diverse clientele; however, most assessment tools have
been developed and validated with English-speaking samples. There is little research and practical
guidance on the cultural adaptation and translation of rating scales. The purpose of this article is to
summarize the methodological work in this area as it relates to evaluation in Extension, specifically with
Spanish-speaking, Hispanic populations of Mexican origin. General practices are reviewed and
recommendations outlined. Inferences about program outcomes and impacts depend, in large part, on the
rating scale; therefore, inattention to these issues could lead to misleading results and interpretations.

Introduction
Hispanics are the largest and fastest growing minority group in the nation (U. S. Census Bureau, 2004). It
is estimated that by year 2020 there will be almost 60 million Hispanics, totaling approximately 18% of the
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population. As Extension professionals, we continually develop and adapt programs to meet the changing
needs of clientele, and there are numerous articles highlighting these efforts with Hispanic audiences (e.g.,
Anding, Fletcher, Van Laanen, & Supak, 2001; Israelsen, Young, & Boman, 2006; Kock, 2003; Peterson
et al., 2008). An important part of this work is evaluating whether programs are successful in obtaining
desired outcomes and impacts; however, most of the available assessment tools have been developed and
validated with English-speaking, middle class samples, resulting in measures that may not generalize to
other populations. Thus, Extension professionals often either translate existing scales or develop new
questionnaires to assess program outcomes and impacts.
Research on the development and cultural adaptation of surveys for use with Hispanic audiences has
generally focused on the translation and meaningfulness of the individual items and process undertaken
(e.g., Brislin, 1970; Carroll, Holman, Segura-Bartholomew, Bird, & Busby, 2001; Cha, Kim, & Erlen,
2007; Farner, Cutz, Farner, Seibold, & Abuchar, 2006; Sperber, Devellis, & Boehlecke, 1994; Warrix,
Nieto, & Nicolay, 2006). Few studies have focused on the cultural adaptation and translation of the rating
scales or response categories (e.g., Arce-Ferrer, 2006b; Clarke, 2000; Hui & Triandis, 1989) and there are
no published studies in the Journal of Extension on this topic.
One might ask why consideration of the rating scales is important. A rating scale is a set of categories that
elicit information about the direction and strength of a participant's feelings, beliefs, opinions, and
knowledge. Therefore, it is important to ensure appropriate practices are followed in the development,
cultural adaptation, and translation of rating scales because the validity of the data, inferences about
program outcomes and impacts, as well as cross-cultural comparisons depend, in large part, on the rating
scale. Thus, while previous research has clearly outlined some of the best practices and methodological
issues with regard to the translation of measures, the importance of rating scales warrant greater attention in
both research and practice.
In this article, research on extreme responding and techniques for reducing this response style are reviewed
and recommendations for Extension professionals outlined. The focus is on Spanish-speaking, Hispanic
populations of Mexican origin. This population was chosen for two reasons. First, Mexican Americans
currently comprise 66% of all Hispanics in the United States (U.S. Census Bureau, 2009). Second, there is
some evidence that findings may differ among other Hispanic populations from Central America, the
Caribbean, and South America (e.g., Gibbons, Zellner, & Rudek, 1999). Whether the goal is to adapt and
translate an existing questionnaire for cross-cultural use, develop a new assessment tool, or interpret crosscultural findings from one's own or others' research, this article provides a guide for thinking about the
forgotten half of evaluation instruments—the rating scales. Inattention to these issues could lead to
misleading results and interpretations.

Background
A body of literature exists that shows differences in English- and Spanish-speakers' response styles. A
response style is the behavioral tendency of selecting particular regions on rating scales regardless of the
scale's content (Cronbach, 1950). This research consistently shows that English-speakers tend to overuse
the middle categories (Clarke, 2000; Hui & Triandis, 1989) and Spanish-speakers of Mexican American
origin exhibit a stronger tendency toward more extreme responses (i.e., responding toward the ends of the
scale) or acquiescent responding (i.e., a tendency to agree with or indicate positive connotation) (Albaum,
1997; Arce-Ferrer, 2006b; Hui & Triandis, 1989; Marín, Gamba, & Marín, 1992). For example, on a 5point response scale (1=strongly agree, 3= neither agree nor disagree, 5=strongly disagree) Spanishspeakers are more likely to respond with a "1" or "2" than English-speakers.
Several studies have investigated factors that account for differences in response styles, such as
www.joe.org/joe/2012february/a5p.shtml
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acculturation, education, familiarity with surveys, communication norms, and meaningfulness of the items.
For example, Marín et al. (1992) found that for Hispanic participants' of Mexican origin residing in San
Francisco, extreme and acquiescent responding was negatively associated with acculturation and education
but not gender. Another study showed that Spanish-speakers from rural schools in the southern region of
Mexico exhibited more extreme responding than respondents from urban settings (Arce-Ferrer, 2006b).
The authors attributed extreme responding to familiarity with Western testing procedures and the use of
rating scales.
Another body of research indicates that daily and cultural communication norms influence extreme
responding. Arce-Ferrer (2006b) used a rating scale task to assess Hispanic, Spanish-speaking participants'
subjective categories of judgment. Respondents were given a 7-point rating scale with end points labeled
as Totally Agree (i.e., Totalmente de acuerdo) and Totally Disagree (i.e., Totalmente en desacuerdo) and
asked to provide the five missing intermediate labels. Responses were rated for the degree of equivalence
between the participants' subjective categories and the actual scale categories. Interestingly, as equivalence
increased, extreme responding decreased, and more extreme responding occurred among participants with
a limited number of subjective categories. Taken together, these results suggest that Spanish-speaking
respondents may use fewer categories or semantic distinctions in their daily communication than typically
targeted in scales and, therefore, may be less likely to endorse intermediate categories, leading to greater
responding at the extremes.
Additionally, there is some evidence that selection of culturally meaningful intermediate categories
improves validity and, in turn, reduces extreme responding among Spanish-speaking, Hispanic participants
of Mexican origin (Arce-Ferrer, 2006a). For example, in our own work evaluating a program implemented
with English-speaking, Anglo-American, and Spanish-speaking, Hispanic participants of Mexican origin,
we found that in translating the categories "A little like me" and "Somewhat like me" there was not an
appropriate Spanish translation that resulted in semantically distinct categories. As a result, we adapted the
6-point scale by dropping the category "A little like me" and retaining "Somewhat like me" as a middle
category. Failure to do this might have resulted in English-speakers selecting "Somewhat like me" and
Spanish-speakers selecting the more extreme but semantically equivalent "A little like me" when, in fact,
there were no real differences between the groups on the item. These findings illustrate the importance of
selecting culturally meaningful categories that are aligned with communication norms in the target
audience.
As reviewed, there are several variables that influence extreme responding and need to be considered in the
development or translation of survey instruments for Spanish-speaking, Mexican American audiences.
Next, we review research on various techniques researchers have employed to reduce extreme responding.

General Practices
A body of literature has tried to understand what practices reduce the extent and effect of extreme
responding. Most of this research has focused on altering the number of response categories. For example,
Clarke (2000) investigated the effect of the number of response categories (three, five, seven, and nine) on
extreme responding in a sample of Hispanic undergraduate students from Mexico and non-Hispanic
undergraduate students from Virginia.
Extreme responding was reduced for Hispanics and non-Hispanics as the scale went from three to five
categories. No additional decreases were found for seven or nine categories. These results indicate that
scales with five or more categories should be used with Spanish-speaking, Hispanic participants of
Mexican origin.
In a similar vein, studies have investigated how the number of response categories affects extreme
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responding when participants are able to provide their own labels. For example, Hui and Triandis (1989)
compared male Hispanic (of Mexican origin) and non-Hispanic American Navy recruits who completed
either a 5-point or 10-point questionnaire. The labels of the scale endpoints (anchors) were the same for
both formats, and the participants were free to supply labels to the other categories. The results indicated
that Hispanic respondents made significantly more extreme ratings than non-Hispanic respondents but only
for the 5-point scale. Additionally, the frequency distributions for the 5-point format were very different for
the two groups and did not have similar shapes or overlap. Conversely, the frequency distributions were
much more similar and overlapped considerably for the 10-point format.
The authors argue that more extreme responding groups have more subjective categories that represent
greater intensity than is typically allowed on scales and resolve this by mapping several categories onto the
same response category—leading to more extreme responding. For instance, an individual with 10
subjective categories of judgment who is given a scale with only five categories would be forced to give a
5 to questions that they might otherwise respond 8, 9, or 10 to. Thus, extreme responding is reduced when
participants are allowed to give their own labels to categories or instruments include 10 categories with
finer gradation at the end points.
Another technique, the two-stage scale, has emerged to mitigate the tendency of English-speaking
participants to overuse the middle categories. A respondent is first asked about the direction of their
response (e.g., agree, disagree, neither) and then the intensity or how strongly they feel about their
response on a graphical scale (e.g., slightly, strongly). In predominately white samples of European decent,
participants' use of this technique is found to lead to more extreme responding than is typically seen in
other studies and greater predictability (Albaum, 1997; Albaum & Murphy, 1988). Furthermore, in a study
of Spanish-speaking, Hispanic respondents of Mexican origin, extreme responding was similar whether
using one- or two-stage rating formats (Arce-Ferrer, 2006b). Taken together, the results of these studies
suggest that the use of a two-stage scale might minimize differences in response styles between Englishspeaking and Spanish-speaking respondents; however, this has not been investigated.
As mentioned earlier, the literature on cultural adaptation and translation of survey instruments has focused
on achieving proper grammar and linguistic accuracy; however, as this review highlights, the rating scales
themselves are an important area for future research. Understanding the issues presented is the first step to
producing more culturally valid measures and valid results. Based on the literature reviewed, next we
present some practical recommendations for Extension professionals interested in developing
questionnaires and accompanying rating scales or adapting measures for use with Hispanic, Spanishspeaking clientele of Mexican origin.

Practical Recommendations
1. Increase the number of response categories to reduce extreme responding and allow for finer
gradation (i.e., more categories) at the extremes. At least five categories are recommended (Clarke,
2000), and there is support for benefits of up to 10 categories (Hui & Triandis, 1989).
2. Provide end points or anchors, but allow respondents to supply meanings to the other categories.
This allows participants to supply their own meanings to categories. This reduces extreme
responding as participants are able to spread their responses across the entire range of the scale. With
anchors it is still possible to test the equivalence of the measure across groups or versions. (See
Recommendation 7.)
3. If intermediate category labels are desired, identify the semantic distinctions used in daily
communication with your clientele and use them. Studies have shown that when rating scales are
www.joe.org/joe/2012february/a5p.shtml
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adapted to reflect features of the respondent's functional categories of judgment this improves the
validity of the scores (e.g., Arce-Ferrer, 2006a).
4. Include additional variables and measures in the study to assess and, therefore, control for factors
found to influence extreme response styles, such as acculturation, education, familiarity with
surveys, meaningfulness of the items, and cultural and communication norms.
5. Adapt instruments and the accompanying response scales to achieve both linguistic and cultural
meaningfulness. This requires more than simply translating the questions and response categories
into another language.
6. Pilot measures with the target clientele to assess whether they are function as expected. We
recommend collecting data from the target group using the adapted instrument in order to examine
the psychometric properties (i.e., reliability, construct validity, content validity, predictive validity,
etc.) (McDonald, 1999). It may be desirable to administer the original instrument too. (See
Recommendation 7.) Qualitative assessments such as focus groups can also help uncover translation
issues and categories that are functionally equivalent and not semantically distinct.
7. Appropriate statistical techniques need to be applied to establish measurement equivalence
(invariance) of the adapted version either across groups or in relation to the original instrument—
depending on the goal (Byrne, Shavelson, & Muthén, 1989; Cheung & Rensvold, 2000; Widaman
& Reise, 1997). Equivalence of measures across groups is a requirement if one wants to conduct
cross-cultural comparisons of program effects. Equivalence of the original and adapted version of the
instrument is necessary to assure the adapted measure functions similarly to the (validated) original
measure and to make comparisons to studies that used the original measure.
8. Be aware of factors that influence extreme responding and recognize them during the development
and adaptation of surveys, as well as during data analysis and interpretation.

Conclusion
U.S. Extension professionals who have experience working with diverse clientele know that we cannot
simply take a program that works with one population and assume it will work in the same way with
another population. Likewise, the studies reviewed in this article demonstrate that we cannot simply
translate a response scale that is shown to be reliable and valid in one cultural context and assume it will
function in the same manner in a different cultural context.
Care must be taken in the development of assessment tools, and this includes more than just attention to the
items in the scale. Failure to consider response categories and factors that underlie extreme responding may
result in program outcomes, impacts, and cross-cultural comparisons that are invalid. More research is
needed in this area; however, by being aware of and using these recommendations, Extension
professionals can improve the development and adaptation of survey instruments for use with Spanishspeaking, Hispanic populations of Mexican origin and their evaluation of program outcomes and impacts.
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